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Already a bestseller with more than 100,000 copies sold, Adams' comforting words are now
accompanied by D. Morgan's exquisite watercolors that summon the very sounds and scents of the
ocean. Words of wisdom and peaceful images bring encouragement to those buffeted by life's
storms.
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This book was given to me when my husband passed away. I read it and was comforted. However,
it was not until I re-read it a year later, that I really understood it! Needless to say, i ordered several
copies for my sons and friends who have lost partners. This book made me realize that it was ok to
"be a broken shell".

This publication is a priceless token for anyone who is enduring a difficult time in his/her life-- be it
illness, job loss, divorce or separation, death, any type of emotional distress.It offers words of
understanding, hope and encouragement that can be applied to each individual situation.The
illustrations are treasures in themselves-- definitely a keeper.

There are few books or cards that adequately express compassion to people who have endured or
are experiencing tragic loss. This small, beautiful book offers genuine words that express the
honesty of heartbreak as well as the hope of healing. I received it as a gift when a loved one died
suddenly, and I have purchased several for friends who are struggling with grief. This book would
also be appropriate for someone who has any type of loss, such as shattered hopes or

expectations.

Encouragement to get through grief, remembering what we still have to live for, and recalling that
grief is a part of this life. It comes, but the intensity will lessen, and we will be able to remember our
lost one with love, joy and hope.

I treasure this book from a dear friend. It is realy about how beautiful a sea shell broken or perfect
can be. A comparison of life, none of us are perfect, but each one is a beautiful person just like a
broken sea shell.

This book is wonderful. It came at just the right time in my life so when I needed another one I
looked and yaaaa here it was. It said it was used but it was barely used at all. I hope you will buy it
because it will speak to your heart and soul and encourage you like no other small book full of
meaning and love from the Father above to love you thru life's ups and downs.

This book is amazing for no matter where you are in life this can be a help. I have given this book to
a number of people when they were experiencing a lost, some to people going through happy times
and they all just absolutely loved it. I find it to be a bit of medicine to calm me down, lift me up.
Highly recommed this book.

I rediscovered this little book on a shelf recently. I took the time to sit down and read it and look at
the beautiful artwork. In these very unsure times I think this little book is a must. Read as a morning
vesper to start each day with the assurance that we are all broken shells, but we each have a
purpose on this earth.
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